MAXIMISING CONNECTING SPACES
HOW TO STYLE CONSERVATORIES AND ORANGERIES
Often an afterthought, orangeries and conservatories can become a haven for leftover furniture and
items that have no real purpose. With a little planning these additional rooms are goldmines of extra
space, perfect for quiet time and reflection, often afforded by lots of light.
Make the most of connecting rooms with these simple ideas from Garden Trading.

CLEAN AND TIDY
Support the room’s function with a few items of
storage. From baskets to file storage. Shelves to
console tables. The less cluttered and calmer a
room is the more it is likely to be seen as a place
to be used on a regular basis.

GET COMFORTABLE
Think about how the room could be used
best. Relaxation. Dining. Working. Investing
in a key piece of furniture that will best
serve this purpose will help give a sense of
direction to the room.

THE RIGHT LIGHTS
Extend the room’s use after daylight
fades with the ideal lighting. Pendant
lights create a focal point and provide a
statement look. Desk lamps are perfect
for focused tasks such as reading or office
work. And floor lights are perfect for when
some ambient lighting is required to give
the room a warm welcoming glow.

GO GREEN
Adding hanging plants and indoor pots
will easily bring some life and colour to the
room, no matter what it will be used for and
plants will love the light, airy space.

FINISHING TOUCHES
With so much light it’s easy to be braver with
colour. A statement wall in a bright tone or
patterned wallpaper can transform a space.
Or add accessories that can be easily swapped
as the seasons change and the light with it.
Cushions, blankets and candles are easy ways
to bring a conservatory or orangery together.
Customise with textures and fragrance and feel
right at home.

Oakridge Table, £1,100.00 | Hampstead Bench Seat Pad, £30.00 | Hampstead Side Table, £150.00
Extra Large Wells Bubble Vase, Wide, £75.00 | Stone Stratton Hanging Pot, £15.00 | Soho 3 Pendant Light, £85.00
Butlers Side Table, £150.00 | Brookville Shelving Unit, £450.00 | Small Coleridge Clock, £25.00 | Tweedmill Cushion, £35.00
Large Castello Bowl, £10.00 | Medium Hanging Basket, £30.00

Contact our press team for samples, images and caption information.
Or alternatively visit us on press loft.

